From:
Mohan Thadani
To:
Internet:dbuschb1@txu.com; Internet:fred.madden@txu.com;
Internet:rslough1@txu.com
Date:
8/22/2006 4:37:46 PM
Subject:
REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION REGARDING LAR 05-010
Fred/Denny/Rob:
This email is a followup to our telecon this afternoon, when we agreed that I will transmit this preliminary
request for additional information to you this afternoon.
The Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) staff has reviewed the information provided in TXU
Generation Company LP's license amendments request LAR 05-010 and determined that additional
information is required in order for the NRC staff to complete its evaluation. Our preliminary request for
the RAI is presented below. Please advise approximate date by which TXU Generation Company LP
would respond to this request. If TXU Generation Company LP would require a formal RAI letter, the
NRC staff will provide a formal request.
Thank you for your cooperation.
Mohan
301 415-1476
email: mct@nrc.gov
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<
PRELIMINARY REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
1. Under section 4.1 RWST Setpoint, on page 4 of the submittal, in the second full paragraph, the
following sentence appears: “The RWST Empty alarm is also being lowered from 12% to 9% to provide
a conservative volume of water for ECCS transfer assuming no credit for containment backpressure and
the worst single active failure.” Operator actions associated with the response to this alarm are also
being revised, as indicated by the proposed revision to CPSES/FSAR Section 6.3.2.8 Step 8. When
combined, these steps will increase the overall amount of water pumped into the containment from the
RWST. No technical evaluation is provided in terms of potential environmental effects on equipment in
lower levels of containment from increased water level or RWST outflow (CPSES/FSAR Table 6.3-11
does not contain data in the “RWST Outlflow” and “Cumulative Change” columns for the steps affected
by the change in RWST Empty setpoint and change in operator actions). This also appears to contradict
the statement in Section 5.0 REGULATORY ANALYSIS, under 5.1.1, in the third paragraph justifying a
“No” response to question one, on page 13 of the submittal, which states: “Although the water level in
the containment flood plain will be higher at the start of ECCS switchover, the maximum water levels
observed for the duration of the accident are unchanged by the nominal setpoint changes.” Please
clarify the meaning of these statements.
2. In section 4.1 RWST Setpoint, on page 3 of the submittal, the licensee states that: "The change in
delivered water volume between the current RWST Low-Low nominal setpoint at 45% and the proposed
33% ensures an additional 60,900 gallons of water in the flood plane at the beginning of ECCS
switchover." Please provide the revised flood-up calculation for both containment structures given the
additional water present.
3. The licensee states that the amount of TSP in the containment baskets will be verified during
outages, but will not be monitored during power operation. Please discuss any precautions or design
features in place that would prevent an overhead leak from occurring which could dissolve the TSP
through the course of an operating cycle, resulting in falling below the minimum required amount?
Docket Nos. 50-445 and 50-446
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Nakoski, John; Terao, David
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